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The Return
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It was pure joy to see the children
competing on the playing eld on 5th
July, and to have so many of you
there to cheer them on! Sport features

strongly in our curriculum at RFPS,
and sports day was a tting
celebration of sport to conclude a very
successful and varied sporting year in

of Sports Day!
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which the children participated in an
extensive list of sporting activity, and
both our boys’ and girls’ football
teams made it to the county nals.
Our Early Years and Infant sports day

featured lots of fun sports, including a
water relay, soft-toy sledge racing,
along with time-honoured favourites,
the egg and spoon and sack races,
enjoyed by the juniors, too!

This year’s Year 6 production was an absolute triumph and provided us with some very
memorable entertainment. It was wonderful to have a live audience in the building, and the
children’s talents and hard work resulted in “Robin Hood and the Sherwood Hoodies” being a
great success! We look forward to hearing that some of our performers go on to do more work
on stage!

Year 3 have been working with
ceramicist, Lauren Frost, to produce
pots inspired by their visit to
Vindolanda. The children drew their

designs, then used a range of
techniques to make and decorate their
pots, including having a go on the
potter’s wheel!
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Pre-school - to the farm; Reception - The Lake
District Wildlife Park; Year 1 - Silloth and Allonby;
Year 3 - Vindolanda Roman Fort; Year 4 - Watchtree
Nature Reserve; Year 5 - Talkin Tarn; Year 6 - Clip n
Climb and Allonby Beach + Lazonby Pool.

The
re service
explained about resafety, their work, and
taught Y6 emergency
rst aid.

Carlisle Schools’ Partnership Literacy Festival was a bonanza of
great opportunities to take inspiration from authors, illustrators,
poets, artists, story tellers and performers.
The children’s
enthusiasm for writing received a huge boost!
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We c e l e b r a t e d t h e
Q u e e n ’s p l a t i n u m
jubilee!
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Summer Highlights

This term we
also bought a
new minibus
and introduced
the salad bar for
school dinners!

Ash Randall, Football Freestyler visited us to
provide inspiration - to have a go at freestyle
football, and to think about what we can achieve
with determination and practice!

